A Moment Comes
by Jennifer Bradbury
(Atheneum Book, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, 2013)
Before India was divided, three teens, each from wildly different backgrounds, cross paths. And then, in one moment, their futures become irrevocably intertwined. Tariq, Anupreet, Margaret are as different as their Muslim, Sikh, and British names. But in that one moment, their futures become entirely dependent on one another.

Razia's Ray of Hope
One Girl's Dream of an Education
by Elizabeth Suneby
(Kids Can Press, 2013)
Razia dreams of getting an education, but in her small village in Afghanistan, girls haven’t been allowed to attend school for many years. When a new girls’ school opens in the village, a determined Razia must convince her father and oldest brother that educating her would be best for her, their family and their community. Based on the true stories of the students of the Zabuli Education Center for Girls just outside of Kabul.
The South Asia Book Award is given annually for up to two outstanding works of literature, from early childhood to secondary reading levels, which accurately and skillfully portrays South Asia or South Asians in the diaspora, that is the experience of individuals living in South Asia, or of South Asians living in other parts of the world. This year four Honor Books and five Highly Commended Books were recognized by the award committee for their contribution to this body of literature on the region.

2014 Honor Books

**Bye, Bye, Motabhai!**
by Kala Sambasivan, illustrations by Ambika Sambasivan
(Yali Books, 2013)

**Gandhi: A March to the Sea**
by Alice B. McGinty, illustrations by Thomas Gonzalez
(Amazon Publishing, 2013)

**The Garden of My Imaan**
by Farhana Zia
(Peachtree, 2013)

**Mother Teresa: Angel of the Slums**
by Lewis Helfand, art by Sachin Nagar
(Campfire, an imprint of Kalyani Navyug Media, 2013)

http://southasiabookaward.org/